The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a widely used algorithm that is frequently employed in environments where high performance is critical. In the context of embedded systems, FFTs often have hard runtime constraints and must be evaluated using limited hardware. In this paper, we present a partitioned FFT algorithm (PFFTC) for the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE) that improves upon previous FFT implementations for this platform. PFFTC has three main phases to (i) partition the problem into independent sub-problems, (ii) solve the sub-problems in parallel, and (iii) combine the results of the sub-problems to obtain the solution to the original problem. PFFTC includes optimizations for exploiting data transfer parallelism, avoiding unnecessary communication through careful data routing, avoiding data dependency stalls with instruction-level double buffering, and -based barrier. We evaluate the performance of PFFTC and other FFT algorithms for the Cell BE. Our results indicate that PFFTC attains a peak processing rate of 33.6 GFLO performance for complex single-precision FFTs with 1,024-16,384 data points.
Introduction
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a widely used algorithm that is frequently employed in environments where high performance is critical. In the context of embedded systems, FFTs often have hard runtime constraints and must be evaluated using limited hardware. FFTs that are on the critical path of a larger algorithm must be evaluated quickly to avoid delaying the completion of the entire algorithm. These factors indicate the importance of developing FFT algorithms that can solve individual FFT problems with very low latency.
In this paper, we present Partitioned Fastest Fourier Transform for the IBM Cell Broadband Engine (PFFTC) an FFT algorithm for the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE) that improves upon previous FFT implementations for this platform. PFFTC has three main phases to (i) partition the problem into independent sub-problems, (ii) solve the sub-problems in parallel, and (iii) combine the results of the sub-problems to obtain the solution to the original problem.
PFFTC includes optimizations for exploiting data transfer parallelism, avoiding unnecessary communication through careful data routing, avoiding data dependency stalls with instruction-level double ou -based barrier. We evaluate the performance of PFFTC and other FFT algorithms for the Cell BE. Our results indicate that PFFTC attains a peak processing rate of 33.6 GFLOPS, and achieves speedups ranging from 31% to 62% over the fastest previous -precision FFTs with 1,024-16,384 data points [1] . We compute that our algorithm achieves performance ranging from 15% to 30% of the peak FFT performance that is possible on the Cell BE for these problem sizes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we first describe the Cell BE architecture and prior FFT implementations for the Cell BE in Section 2. We describe the design of our new PFFTC algorithm and discuss its optimization features in Section 3. We then describe our testing environment and methodology in Section 4, and present the results of our performance and accuracy evaluations in Section 5. We conclude with a review of our optimization techniques that can be applied to other problems and a discussion of future work in Section 6.
Background
The Cell BE is a multicore architecture containing heterogeneous processing elements. It is capable of very high single-precision floating point computation rates, and has been extensively detailed in previous literature [2, 3, 4, 5] . In this section, we provide a brief overview of the Cell BE architecture and several prior FFT implementations that have been developed for this platform.
ng Elements (SPEs), which are specialized SIMD processors optimized for high single-precision floating point performance. Each SPE has access to a personalized local store and a large quadword register file. The SPEs are augmented by a general-purpose PowerPC Processing Element (PPE), which is well suited to coordinate the activities of the SPEs and to support connected by a high-bandwidth Element Interconnect Bus (EIB), which provides communication between each pair GB/sec. The Cell BE architecture provides application developers with low-leve processing elements and over most data movement across the EIB, and is capable of sustaining a peak singleprecision performance exceeding 204.8 GFLOPS.
Previous FFT implementations for the Cell BE have taken a variety of approaches. FFTW operates by dynamically generating an execution plan built from a library of statically optimized FFT algorithm components [6, 7] . The selection of components for the execution plan is based upon the size of the problem being solved and the performance of each of the components on the underlying hardware platform. This makes FFTW highly portable, but does not allow it to take advantage of optimizations that are specific to the Cell BE.
extensively modified to run efficiently on a single SPE [8] . The FFT_ZIPX kernel attains nearly the theoretical limit 9], but the Cell BE implementation of this kernel cannot be run on any other system because it is so specialized. Also, because FFT_ZIPX is designed to solve an FFT problem using only a sets of FFT theoretical minimum latency for solving a single FFT problem on the Cell BE.
, in which a single FFT problem is distributed across all eight SPEs in the Cell BE [1]. The FFTC algorithm uses an iterative out-of-place approach that distributes each butterfly stage across all eight SPEs, with the data for each stage being taken from main memory, processed, and then returned to main memory at the end of the stage. This design necessitates moving the problem data oblem execution. It also requires used in the solution of a single FFT problem. The FFTC package reports the best performance for solving small single-precision complex FFT problems on the Cell BE as of the time of its publication, and it still has the best previously published performance for these problems of any Cell BE FFT algorithm of which we are aware.
PFFTC: A Partitioned FFT Algorithm for the IBM Cell BE
PFFTC is a low-latency FFT implementation that solves single-precision complex FFT problems up to 16,384 data points using 2-8 SPEs. It requires no working buffer in main memory, allows prefetching of upcoming problem data to improve throughput, and supports efficient on-the-fly switching between forward and inverse FFTs.
As shown in Figure 1a , PFFTC has three main phases to (i) partition the problem into independent sub-problems, (ii) solve the sub-problems in parallel, and (iii) combine the results of the sub-problems to obtain the solution to the original problem. In this section, we describe the operations performed by PFFTC during each phase, and also the optimizations that we used to make the algorithm operate efficiently.
Partitioning Stage
The partitioning stage is designed to divide a single FFT problem into four, eight or sixteen smaller independent sub-problems that can be solved independently in parallel. The sub-problems that are created by the partitioning stage correspond exactly to the sub-problems that would be considered by the lowest level of recursion in a recursive implementation of the FFT algorithm if the recursive algorithm were cut off at a fixed recursion depth of two, three, or four levels of in-place recursive partitioning. However, to increase efficiency, the partitioning is performed in a single pass over the data by means of hard-coded permutation functions that scan the input from start to finish. These functions apply the composition of either two, three or four levels of recursive partitioning in a single operation.
The partitioning stage is only ever executed on SPE 0 and SPE 1, regardless of how many SPEs are allocated to 25.6 GB/sec bandwidth of the main memory is used to transfer the problem data to the SPEs. The use of only two SPEs to perform the partitioning stage also ensures that the partitioned data for each sub-problem is located in exactly two contiguous blocks in the local stores of the SPEs, simplifying data routing and distribution in the subsequent solution stage. Double buffering is used to bring the problem data into the local stores of SPE 0 and SPE 1 in multiple pieces, allowing partitioning to begin before the transfer of problem data has been completed. Two data blocks are used to minimize DMA control overhead for problems with 2,048 or fewer data points. For larger problem sizes, four data blocks are retrieved with the double buffering.
Once the partitioning functions have finished their processing, all of the subcontiguous blocks on SPE 0 and all of the sub-SPE 0 and SPE 1 finish the stage by forwarding the first sub-problem that will be solved by each SPE to the SPEs that will solve the sub-problems.
Solution Stage
During the solution stage, the independent sub-problems created during the partitioning stage are solved in parallel on the allocated SPEs. The sub-problems are distributed among the SPEs in round-robin fashion to balance the workload, and are solved using an iterative FFT kernel derived from the FFTC algorithm.
To avoid memory access stalls in the solution stage FFT kernel, we use a technique similar to double-buffering at the individual instruction level, as shown in Figure 1b . Specifically, we use one set of variables to hold the initial data for each butterfly computation, a second set of variables to hold the intermediate values, and a third set of variables to hold the final output of the butterfly computation until it can be written back to the local store. The first iteration of the butterfly stage loop is manually unrolled so that the twiddle factors needed by the loop and the input data needed for the second loop iteration can be loaded concurrently with the execution of the first loop iteration. Then, for each successive iteration, the input values for the subsequent iteration are prefetched and the output values of the previous iteration are output while the intermediate and final values for the current iteration are computed. The output of the final loop iteration is written out to the local store after the loop has ended. This approach enables us to avoid memory access stalls for all but the very first accesses performed by each loop iteration, maintaining high performance. Additionally, we further improve performance by manually unrolling the pipelined butterfly stage loop body four times. This degree of unrolling is possible because of the large size of the SPE register file. The execution of four butterfly computations per loop iteration improves performance by providing four sets of independent instructions in the loop body that can be ordered to avoid all data dependency stalls between the operations producing the intermediate results and the operations needing these values as input to compute the final results for each butterfly computation. In combination with the instruction-level double buffering optimization discussed previously, this loop unrolling allows our algorithm to avoid data dependency and local store access stalls altogether during its main processing loop.
To keep the solution stage running as quickly as possible, all of the sub-problems solved on each SPE except for the forwarded first sub-problem are retrieved from the local stores of SPE 0 and SPE 1 using double buffering. The combined bandwidth of SPE 0 and SPE 1 is 51.2 GB/sec, making the solution stage decidedly compute-bound. We take advantage of the excess communication capacity available while the solution stage is running by having the solution stage forward the output of each sub-problem to the SPEs where it will be needed in the subsequent combination stage as soon as each sub-problem has been solved.
Combination Stage
The combination stage corresponds directly to an iterative version of the recursive combinations performed by a recursive implementation of the FFT algorithm. Our algorithm to combine the sub-problems operates in-place, and performs as many passes over the data as the recursion depth cut-off that is used when creating the sub-problems in the partitioning stage.
As shown in Figure 1c , each butterfly stage in an in-place recursive FFT algorithm combines pairs of adjacent sub-problems into a single larger sub-problem with size equal to the combined size of the original sub-problems, and each butterfly stage computation places its output values into the same memory locations as its input values. Thus, if one SPE is provided with the first data point of each sub-problem, it will be able to compute the butterfly computations involving the first data point of each sub-problem for an initial butterfly stage. Then, because the be able to compute the butterfly computations involving the first data point of the sub-problems from the previous -problems from the -problems and for as many levels of the recursion as were created during the partitioning stage, so if an SPE is provided with the m th through n th elements of each sub-problem, it can compute all of the remaining butterfly stages corresponding to these data points without requiring any additional data from any other SPE.
We maximize DMA efficiency and balance the load of the combination stage across all allocated SPEs by assigning the first portion of each sub-problem to SPE 0, the second portion to SPE 1, and so on for all allocated SPEs, such that the portions are balanced evenly. The portion of each sub-problem that is needed by each SPE for the combination stage is forwarded to where it is needed as each sub-problem is computed during the solution stage. Then, once the solution stage has finished, all of the data is already in place for the combination stage to run to completion without any further inter-SPE communication.
Lastly, the combination stage is designed to ensure that the FFT result is returned to main memory as quickly as possible. This is accomplished by beginning the transfer of each portion of the problem result back to main memory as soon as it has been computed.
Asynchronous Synchronization
At the end of each of the three major stages in the PFFTC algorithm it is necessary to synchronize the SPEs. After the partitioning stage, a synchronization is necessary to ensure that the forwarded first sub-problem that will be solved by each SPE has been completely transmitted before the SPE begins to solve it. This synchronization also ensures that the data for any later sub-problems is ready to be prefetched before it is retrieved for use in the solution stage. Then, once the solution stage has been completed, a second synchronization is needed to ensure that all data forwarding performed during the solution stage has been completed before allowing the SPEs to work with this data in the combination stage. Finally, after the combination stage, a third synchronization is necessary to ensure that every SPE has completely transmitted its portion of the original problem result back to main memory before notifying the PPE that the result is ready.
We chose to implement the synchronization operations using a signal-based method to reduce the impact of these synchronization operati -OR mode to accumulate the set bits of any messages that are received, and we assign each SPE used by our algorithm a unique signal message equal to 2 spe_id . As shown in Figure 1d , whenever a synchronization is performed, each SPE sends its unique signal message to every other SPE upon reaching the beginning of the synchronization operation. These signals can be enqueued almost instantaneously and they are sent asynchronously, so the SPE can resume processing that is unrelated to the synchronization operation as soon as the signal enqueuing is complete. Once the SPE has completed its non-synchronized work, it can check which of the other SPEs have reached the synchronization start point by polling its signal register to see which bits have been set. After the bit corresponding to each allocated SPE has been set in the signal register, the polling SPE has established that all of the other SPEs have also reached the synchronization start point, and it can safely continue beyond the synchronization operation.
Although the signal-based barrier requires a significantly more messages to be sent between SPEs than is necessary in a tree-based synchronization, these messages can all be sent independently from one another, allowing the communication on all SPEs to start as early as possible and to be amortized over a longer runtime without affecting performance. For instance, if eight SPEs are allocated to PFFTC, SPEs 2-7 can send all of their synchronization messages for the synchronization at the end of the partitioning stage while SPE 0 and SPE 1 are performing the partitioning stage. Then, when SPE 0 and SPE 1 have finished their work for the partitioning stage, each of these two SPEs needs to send only seven independent signal messages to complete the barrier operation. Since the EIB has four bus channels and all of the signals being sent are independent, sending seven messages from two SPEs will require a maximum of four signal delay periods. Likewise, at the end of the combination stage, every SPE can send its synchronization signal to every other SPE except SPE 0 even before the problem data has been fully transmitted back to main memory. This is possible because only SPE 0 needs to know when each SPE has completed its data transmission so that it can notify the PPE when the problem has been completed. If eight SPEs are allocated, this allows all but seven of the synchronization signals to be sent early, so the number of signals on the independent, sending one message from each of seven SPEs will require a maximum of two signal delay periods. Both of these needed to perform the gather and scatter operations that would be used by a tree-based synchronization method.
Environment & Methodology
In this section, we discuss our testing environment and the methodology that we used to evaluate the latency and accuracy of our new PFFTC algorithm and the latency of prior Cell BE FFT packages.
We made use of two PlayStation 3 systems and one IBM QS20 blade server in our evaluations. The PlayStation 3 systems each support a single Cell BE with six SPEs, and the blade server supports two Cell BEs which each contain eight SPEs. All of these platforms had the IBM Cell BE Software Development Kit (SDK) version 2.1 installed.
The FFTW package requires an outdated version of the IBM SDK, so we chose not to test it empirically. Instead, we present its reported results for both the PlayStation 3 and the blade server platforms from the FFTW website [7] .
Next, the FFT_ZIPX package from Mercury Computer Systems only runs under Yellow Dog Linux 6.0. The blade server implementation for this package is quite expensive, so we evaluated only the less expensive PlayStation 3 implementation for this package. Our PlayStation 3 for the FFT_ZIPX tests runs under Yellow Dog Linux kernel 2.6.23-9.ydl6.1. only be evaluated on the blade server system [1]. Our blade server system runs under Linux kernel 2.6.23.
Lastly, we designed our PFFTC package to operate using between 2-8 SPEs, so it is capable of operating on both the PlayStation 3 and the blade server platforms. We evaluate its performance on both of these systems. The PlayStation 3 system used to test our PFFTC package runs under Linux kernel 2.6.16.
When measuring the runtime of each algorithm, we track the time that elapses between the first SPE being notified that a problem is ready in main memory until the PPE is notified that the problem result is fully stored in the main memory. We measure the runtime needed to solve 1,000 FFT problems in sequence and then report the average runtime needed to solve each problem in the 1,000 problem test to ensure that our tests run long enough to be timed accurately. We also report the best average timing result from a sample of 100 test runs to filter out the effect of transient system processes an -before beginning its main timing loop to avoid the effects of TLB faults and page faults.
Our test loop for each package is structured to completely solve each FFT problem from start to finish before beginning any work for any subsequent problems so that our timing effectively measures the latency of solving a single FFT problem in isolation. The only exception to this is that we allow the PFFTC package to prefetch the memory address so that this address is resident in the local store of each SPE at the beginning of the problem. This accommodation for PFFTC is intended to make its timing results more comparable with those of the other packages, because the other packages do not perform the step of retrieving unique problem information for each FFT problem that is solved in their test series. Instead, the other FFT packages transmit information about the location of problem input buffers once before beginning their main timing loop and then solve this same FFT problem repeatedly.
The PFFTC package accepts command line parameters to specify how many partitions should be created and how many SPEs should be allocated. For each problem size, we evaluated every possible combination of partition counts and SPE allocations. We report the best average runtime over all of these combinations as the runtime for each problem size for PFFTC.
Additionally, for the PFFTC algorithm we ran a series of 1,000 tests for each problem size that we considered to verify the correctness of our algorithm. Each test took as input an appropriately sized array of normally-distributed random single-precision complex input data with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one and performed an FFT identity operation on the test input data by running a forward FFT followed immediately by an inverse FFT on the output of the original forward FFT problem. The partition and SPE count parameters for each test were chosen to match those that were found to provide the fastest runtime for each problem size. This sequence of operations returns the original input values exactly if the component FFT operations introduce no errors at all, so any differences that occur between the input and output are due to the implementation of the FFT algorithm. We computed the inf-norm of the differences between the output of our FFT identity operation and the original input for each test case, and report the maximum inf-norm observed across the 1,000 tests for each problem size as a measure
Results
In this section, we report and analyze the performance and accuracy results of our empirical testing for the PFFTC package and prior Cell BE FFT packages. We also discuss the effect of recursion depth cut-off in the PFFTC partitioning stage and the impact of SPE allocation on overall PFFTC performance.
Using the metric that an FFT problem requires 5*N*log 2 (N) floating point operations, our timing results indicate that PFFTC attains a peak processing rate of 33.6 GFLOPS. As shown in Figure 2 , PFFTC achieves speedups 1], which had the highest previously reported FFT performance for problems with 1,024-16,384 data points.
Given that at most 5*N*log 2 (N) floating point operations are performed for an FFT problem with N data points, the 25.6 GB/sec main memory bandwidth is a critical bottleneck in Cell BE FFT performance for small problem sizes. Although a Cell BE with eight SPEs is capable of 204.8 GFLOPS of single-precision floating point performance, the need for each FFT problem to be moved from the main memory to the SPE local stores and for a result of equal size to be moved back to main memory creates a minimum communication delay for each size of FFT problem that prevents the peak single-precision floating point processing rate from being attained. Even if all FFT computation could be masked with communication operations, the communication requirements alone would lead to the theoretical performance limits shown in Table 1 . In comparison to these maximum theoretical performance values, our PFFTC algorithm attains efficiency ratings of between approximately 15% and 30%, as shown in Table 2 . These results reflect the best performance achieved for each problem size across all possible combinations of partition counts and SPE allocations. As shown in Table 3 , we find that a variety of workload distribution strategies allow PFFTC to achieve its best performance for different problem size and platform combinations. For smaller problem sizes, communication has a more significant impact on runtime than computation. Thus, we find that PFFTC attains its best performance for these problems using workload distribution strategies that reduce the number of required communication and synchronization messages at the expense of sacrificing some computational power. On the other hand, computation plays the most significant role in the runtime of the larger problem sizes. For these problem sizes, PFFTC attains its best performance by allocating the maximum possible number of SPEs.
For all but the largest of the problem sizes that we considered, PFFTC achieves its best performance when the number of partitions is equal to the number of allocated SPEs. This strategy negates any benefits from double buffering throughout the algorithm, but reduces the total number of messages that must be sent across the bus throughout the algorithm, which is a critical bottleneck for small problems. For the larger problems, sending only a few large sub-problems across the bus would require the algorithm to wait for longer periods while the large subproblems are distributed among the SPEs at the end of each stage. Also, there is more total computation time required for these problems, so there is a good opportunity to effectively mask some of the sub-problem communication with computation through double buffering. For these problems, we find that PFFTC attains its best performance by maximizing the number of sub-problems and distributing them across the maximum possible number of SPEs.
We note that although the blade server achieves its best performance using more than four SPEs for the 2,048 and 4,096 point problem sizes, the PlayStation 3 system still attains its best performance using only four SPEs for these problem sizes. This occurs because the PlayStation 3 has a maximum of only six SPEs available. If all six SPEs are allocated for these problem sizes the additional SPEs will add communication cost to the overall runtime because they will have to participate in each synchronization operation, but the full benefit of their computational power will not be applied to the problem because neither four, eight or sixteen sub-problems can be distributed evenly across six SPEs.
PFFTC has significantly higher performance than any prior Cell BE FFT package that we evaluated. Bader and 1], although we were not able to reproduce these results during our testing. After FFTC, the Mercury FFT_ZIPX package achieved nearly the same performance as data points [8] . After the FFT_ZIPX package, the FFTW package had the slowest performance, which was not -specific performance [6, 7] . We contacted the FFTC authors to investigate the performance of their algorithm, they indicated that their reported results were obtained on a pre-production blade server that is no longer available.
considered with only a small amount of error. A summary of the maximum inf-norm results obtained in our testing is shown in Table 4 . We believe that the error reported above occurs mainly because the Cell BE SPEs implement non-compliant floating point arithmetic that is less accurate even than the standard single-precision floating point arithmetic that is available on most traditional computing platforms [4] . The exact amount of error reported for each problem size is dependent upon the partitioning and SPE count parameters that are used for each problem size, as these parameters affect the exact values computed for the twiddle factors in the solution stage and combination stage of the PFFTC algorithm, and also the numbers of butterfly stages computed using each of these sets of twiddle factors. However, we believe that the effect of the partitioning and SPE count parameters is small when compared to the total error due to basic floating point rounding errors. Altogether, the PFFTC algorithm reports total error that is very small when compared to the magnitude of its input values and the number of floating point operations that are being performed.
Conclusions and Future Work
In summary, we present PFFTC, our high performance FFT implementation for the Cell BE. PFFTC has three main phases to (i) partition the problem into independent sub-problems, (ii) solve the sub-problems in parallel, and (iii) combine the results of the sub-problems to obtain the solution to the original problem. PFFTC includes optimizations for exploiting data transfer parallelism, avoiding unnecessary communication through careful data routing, avoiding data dependency stalls with instruction-level double buffering, and minimizing synchronization overhead t -based barrier method. These optimization techniques can generally be applied to the optimization of any complex problem that is solved on the Cell BE.
Our PFFTC algorithm currently attains a peak performance of 33.6 GFLOPS for a problem size of 16,384 data performance for FFTs with 1,024-16,384 data points [1] . PFFTC thus attains the lowest latency solution of any Cell BE FFT package of which we are currently aware. It also achieves this performance with high accuracy, which is limited only by the precision of the non-IEEE-754 compliant floating point unit pr PFFTC could be extended to support double-precision FFTs in the future, which would improve its usefulness for solving scientific computing problems requiring higher floating point precision. However, the Cell BE is capable of only a fraction of its peak single-precision floating point performance when performing double-precision operations, and the utilization of double-precision data would significantly increase the unmasked communication time required during the partitioning and combination stages of the PFFTC algorithm. Also, using double-precision data would require allocating larger amounts of the SPE local store for twiddle factors and thus reduce the maximum problem size that PFFTC could solve. Because it would be necessary to re--optimized code to support a double-precision implementation, and because such an implementation is not expected to achieve outstanding performance, we have decided to defer a double-precision implementation of PFFTC until we encounter a real-world problem that requires such an FFT implementation on the Cell BE platform.
Overall, we note that the Cell BE faces a significant memory bottleneck when solving FFT problems in isolation from other operations. This bottleneck limits the Cell BE to just over 54% of its theoretical peak floating point performance for the largest FFT problem sizes that we considered, even assuming that the data transfer for solving multiple FFT problems in sequence can be arranged to fully utilize the main memory bandwidth and that the computation time for solving the FFTs can be reduced to balance exactly with the data transfer time for each problem. If the full potential of the Cell BE is to be realized for complex applications, it will be necessary to find ways to perform more useful computational work on the problem data once it has been brought from main memory to the SPEs than what would be possible by using the PFFTC algorithm as a library call to complete a single step in a larger application.
